
Figure 5 – Test Accuracy
Mean absolute strength difference R vs L limb with each test. Nerve cuff test 
(csGST) not statistically different from zero implying high degree of accuracy.
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- Reliable measurement of functional recovery is critical in 
translational peripheral nerve regeneration research. 

- Traditional functional assessments have limitations:
- behavioural variability in volitional grip strength testing (vGST)
- no serial measurements with isometric tetanic force test (ITFT)

- Stimulated grip strength testing (sGST) is a recent innovation 
that involves percutaneous median nerve stimulation to elicit 
maximal tetanic contraction of digital flexors, and thereby 
consistent measurement of maximal grip strength.

- Implantable nerve cuff electrodes are an alternative to 
percutaneous nerve stimulation and may further improve the 
reliability and ease of rodent grip strength testing. 

(1) Determine optimal in vivo stimulation parameters for cuff sGST.
(2) Compare accuracy and reliability of grip strength test with 

implanted cuff electrodes vs percutaneous sGST, vGST and ITFT.

Objectives

Introduction

Materials and Methods
An implantable electrode was developed at the Feinstein Institute 
to interface with a rat median nerve (Fig. 1). We implanted cuff 
electrodes onto median nerves bilaterally in 6 adult Lewis rats. 

(1) Optimal stimulation parameters determined by measuring grip 
strength after median nerve stimulation with the cuff at a range 
of voltages (1-8V). 

(2) Test accuracy measured using left-to-right equivalence of grip 
strength. Reliability measured by repeat stimulations after 2 
minutes.

Results

Conclusion
- Implantable nerve cuff electrodes can be used for reliable and accurate rodent forelimb functional assessment.
- Future work will test validity of implantable nerve cuff electrodes for assessment of longitudinal functional recovery after nerve injury. 

Figure 2 – Surgical Steps for Nerve Cuff Implantation 
Top row L-R: implanted cuff, dotted line shows subcutaneous tunnel pathway for lead; midline skull incision; remove 
connective tissue; insert bone screws, embed connector in dental cement.
Bottom row L-R: incisions on ventral aspect; expose pec.major; divide pec. major at distal humeral insertion and tunnel 
lead from skull into ant. forelimb compartment; wrap cuff around median nerve; close cuff with 10-0 suture.

Figure 3 – in vivo Stimulated Grip Strength Testing with Implanted Cuff Electrode
Stimulator plugged into skull mounted connector. Current turned on via foot pedal. Force meter distracted manually.

Figure 4 – Optimal Stimulation Parameters
Maximal grip strength reliably induced >4V. Simulate in vivo with 6V.

Figure 6 – Test Reliability
Repeat grip strength measurements with nerve cuff have very low variability 
indicating high reliability. More reliable than traditional tests. 
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Figure 1 – Bilateral Cuff Electrode Construct
Omnetics Connector (yellow arrow), helical platinum leads encased in silicone (blue 
arrow), polyimide cuff interfaces with median nerve (green arrow).
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